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REMARKS 

dependent Cairns 1-13 have been tended for «Wy. and dependent chum 5 has 

L^eacho^hyha.fd.epi.chof.hetoadsof.hen.d. C,a,ms2.4 and 14,6weK 

^n-LnnpaLh.eov.U.ep.asdeonne.ho.ofLass^ewofHa^l.ene^ 

lttneExaminerpropcseStodotoLaSSorHavenertav,eWoftheo«herwonMmakehoth 

"f C0'' Let .0 ho,d ,he swhch or socket, ^ — in ft. bo* ,he ,a«er is provided with a 

snap shown only a, 80 in Figure 5, and the strap is seenred to the box by screws S pushed 

Ilfthebox. Therea^ocUpa.oneforeachendwaU. When fully inserted as seen in 

Figure 5 .he holes in the clips line np with the holes 64 in the bo*. 

As seen more clear,y in Figures 2 and 4 the ho,es each include protons between.he 

mickey-mouSe shaped ears, which terminate in edges 44 a, Ihe bottom of inchncd ramps «. 

«  so that normal thumb pressure will cause the toads to slide along the 

16." (Col. 4, lines 9-16). 

screw S. 
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Any structural threaded rod hanger where the rod eould be moved dovm by finger 

pressure would be inoperative or a failure. Thus Lass w„u.d make Havener inoperattve. 

The authorities on the subject of whether it would be obvious to destroy or render 

inoperative a prior device are pretty straightforward. 

In In re Schulpen, the CCPA indicated: 

Rather than being made obvious by the reference, such 
modification would run counter to its teachmg by rendering Are 
ZSs inoperative to produce the disclosed tire patches. /» re 

Schulpen 157 USPQ 52,55, (CCPA 1968). 

ta ft Pane Harmann, 186 USPQ 366 at 367, (1974) the PTOBA he,d that references 

cannot properly be combined if the effect wou,d destroy .he invention on which one of the 

of the we,, known decision by the Federa, Circuit found in /„ re Gordon 221 USPQ 

(Fed Cir. 1984), involving the inoperative up-side-down oil filter. 

'  This Federal Circuit decision is perhaps best summarized in footnote 12 found ,n the 

subsequent recent case of/» re FrUcH 23 USPQ 2d ,780, at ,783 (Fed. Cir. ,992). Such 

footnote states: 
l2This court has previously found a proposed modification 
inappropriate for an obviousness inquiry when the modification 
3 ed fine prior art reference inoperable for its intendedI purpose. 

™ 900,902,221 USPQ 1,25,1,27 (Fed. Cm 

1984). 

h, addition ,o In re FrUch, Gordon has been followed in In re Kramer 18 USPQ 2d 1415 

,4,6 (Fed. Cir. ,99, unpub.), In re Cnu 36 USPQ 2d ,089, ,094 (Fed. Cir. ,995), and in BauseH 

& Lomb Ine. v. Barnes-H^rocurve Inc. ,0 USPQ 2d 1929, ,934 (N.D. Cahf. ,989). 

The primary reference is no. a statural threaded rod hanger and to modify i.» be one 

would make i. inoperafive, since a screw .aking a banging load can't function as such if movable 

by finger pressure. Moreover .o pu. large no.ches or gaps in the side walls of me plasttc swilch 

box of Laas .0 clamp i. on a beam flange with a n»n-exis.en« clamp screw, which would have .0 

go throng me swi,ch or socket, would make Lass inoperafive for its purpose, no. to mention 
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making it non-code compliant. One can't safely enclose an electrical switch and still provide 

openings or notches to receive a beam flange for example. 

The authorities above may be reviewed again. 

Moreover, the plastic switch or outlet box with the finger push screws to secure the 

switch or outlet to the box is not analogous to a threaded rod hanger for supporting a load from a 

structure. The two-way inoperativeness of the combination proposed by the Examiner is ample 

proof of the lack of an analogous relationship between the two references. 

Finally it is apparent from but a cursory review of the rejected claims that neither 

reference comes close to showing, teaching or suggesting all of the limitations of the claims 

rejected. One need look no farther than the two independent claims, although the dependent 

claims rejected include even more non-disclosed, non-suggested and not even mentioned 

limitations. 

For example, Lass doesn't have parallel slots in opposite side walls, with a single clip 

spanning the walls. Lass has two clips, one for each end wall. Nor is Lass' ratchet tab even 

remotely similar to applicants' claimed offset thread forms. Nor are there any angled projections 

to guide the tips of the clip. 

In view of the foregoing, and in the absence of any further prior art, this application is 

submitted as in condition for final allowance. Early action to that effect being respectfully 

submitted. 

Should any deficiencies or overpayments occur in the filing fees of the subject 

amendment, authorization is hereby given to charge Deposit Account Number 18-0988. 

Respectfully submitted, 
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